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D
NA nanotechnology enables nano-
scale arrangement of optical ele-
ments, such as organic fluoro-

phores, noble metal nanoparticles, and
colloidal quantum dots, onto DNA scaffolds
that self-assemble in diverse shapes and
sizes.1�6 Attachment of a single-stranded
DNA oligomer (ssDNA) to a molecule or
nanoparticle enables positioning at pro-
gramed sites on DNA scaffolds by hybridiza-
tion with complementary ssDNA extrusions
on the scaffolds. Several groups have
already employed hybridization to position
optical elements onDNAnanostructures4,5,7

and to demonstrate intriguing optical phe-
nomena, including fluorescence resonance
energy transfer (FRET),8 optical chirality,9,10

and surface-enhanced Raman scattering.11

Achieving desired optical properties
from arrays of many elements demands
stringent control over the individual ele-
ments. This is challenging for nanoparticles
due to the difficulty of precisely controlling

size, shape, and surface morphology.12 In
contrast, ligand-protected metal clusters
provide a route to atomically precise con-
trol of size and shape13 and, therefore,
precise control over the optical response
of cluster assemblies. Metal clusters are
remarkable for their unique combination
of metallic and molecular attributes, which
can produce metal-like optical response
from collective excitations of delocalized
valence electrons while also exhibiting
molecule-like high fluorescence quantum
yields, related to the sparse density of
states.13�16 Crystallization of superlattices17

composed of silver clusters protected by
p-MBA ligands18 was recently achieved.
However, nanoscale arrangement of metal
clusters by DNA-mediated methods, or by
any other method achieving controlled
nanoscale placement, is still an unrealized
goal. Developing methods for arranging
atomically precise metal clusters on the
nanoscale is therefore a critical step toward
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ABSTRACT The remarkable precision that DNA scaffolds provide for arraying nanoscale optical

elements enables optical phenomena that arise from interactions of metal nanoparticles, dye

molecules, and quantum dots placed at nanoscale separations. However, control of ensemble optical

properties has been limited by the difficulty of achieving uniform particle sizes and shapes. Ligand-

stabilized metal clusters offer a route to atomically precise arrays that combine desirable attributes of

both metals and molecules. Exploiting the unique advantages of the cluster regime requires

techniques to realize controlled nanoscale placement of select cluster structures. Here we show that

atomically monodisperse arrays of fluorescent, DNA-stabilized silver clusters can be realized on a

prototypical scaffold, a DNA nanotube, with attachment sites separated by <10 nm. Cluster

attachment is mediated by designed DNA linkers that enable isolation of specific clusters prior to assembly on nanotubes and preserve cluster structure

and spectral purity after assembly. The modularity of this approach generalizes to silver clusters of diverse sizes and DNA scaffolds of many types. Thus,

these silver cluster nano-optical elements, which themselves have colors selected by their particular DNA templating oligomer, bring unique dimensions of

control and flexibility to the rapidly expanding field of nano-optics.
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harnessing their unique potential for applications in
nanoscience.19,20

DNA-stabilizedfluorescent silver clusters21 (AgN-DNAs)
are a new class of optical nanomaterial with unique
advantages for arrangement on DNA scaffolds. Now
employed in many applications,22 AgN-DNAs are
appealing for their tunable fluorescence colors, rang-
ing from blue-green to near-IR,23,24 high fluorescence
quantum yields,15 and proposed biocompatibility.
Containing only N ∼ 10�30 Ag atoms,15 each silver
cluster is stabilized by base motifs within a DNA
template,25 whose sequence selects the size of the
cluster core and thus fluorescence color,26 and whose
linear arrangement, as constrained by the DNA back-
bone, imposes a unique, rod-like cluster shape.15,26�28

This anisotropic shape is responsible for the wide color
range of AgN-DNAs and for their strong polarization
dependence,15,29 which has fascinating potential for
directionally dependent DNA-based optical materials.
These properties make AgN-DNAs uniquely suited for

arrangement into atomically precise arrays on DNA
scaffolds. While previous studies have used the prefer-
ence for Ag cluster formation onto ssDNA to synthesize
AgN-DNAs in linear arrays,30,31 control of optical proper-
ties and spatial separations was not achieved due to the
heterogeneous products formed during synthesis: typi-
cal templates give <10% chemical yields of a specific
AgN-DNA, along with nonfluorescent majority products
that have wide-ranging silver and DNA compo-
sitions.15,32 Thus, in addition to the intended cluster,
dark Ag products and AgN-DNAwith the wrong fluores-
cence color decorate DNA scaffolds that are directly
subject to Ag cluster synthesis. This heterogeneity of
synthesis products is a nearly universal feature of AgN-
DNAs that has been ignored in most prior studies.
Achieving atomically precise arrays of metal clusters

requires a different approach. To realize decoration of
DNA nanostructures with monodisperse silver clusters,
we develop amodular, generalizablemethod to attach
N atom silver clusters (AgN-DNA) onto individual
selected double helices of 10-helix tiled DNA nano-
tubes (NT)33 (Figure 1), chosen as prototypical scaffolds
for linear arrays. We demonstrate this method with
clusters of two sizes and distinct colors, N = 15 with
670 nm peak emission and N = 14 with 640 nm peak
emission. We first describe design methods for the
bifunctional DNA host strands that combine templates
for fluorescent AgN-DNA with linker sequences, which
both preserve cluster structure and hybridize to densely
spaced attachment sites onNT. Next, NT attachment site
design is presented. Confocal microscopy verifies NT
decoration with AgN-DNA, and fluorescence spectros-
copy verifies structural stability of AgN-DNA on NT.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

AgN-DNA Host Strand Design. We illustrate the design
process for host strands for N = 15 clusters (Ag15);

the sameapproachwas successful for Ag14 (see Figure S3
and surrounding text). This Ag15-DNA exhibits peak
excitation and emission at 600 and 670 nm, respec-
tively, and has a 75% fluorescence quantum yield.15,34

The cluster's red emission results from amagic number
of six neutral silver atoms in the cluster core.26 Ag15-
DNA can be isolated by high-performance liquid chro-
matography (HPLC).28 The DNA template sequence
(Table S1, Supporting Information) was selected to
produce this highly fluorescent, time-stable cluster,
which is also robust at Mg2þ concentrations necessary
for stable NT formation.

The bifunctional AgN-DNA host strand combines
the cluster template sequence with an appended
linker sequence. This linker attaches AgN-DNA to larger
nanostructures that are decorated with complemen-
tary ssDNA “docker” sequences (Figure 1a). Using
purification32 prior to assembly, we recently showed
that select AgN-DNA can be joined into simple dual-
cluster assemblies with nanoscale separations using
suitable complementary linkers.34 “Suitable” linkers are
essential: because the characteristics of base motifs for
specific fluorescent clusters25 are not well understood,
intended linker sequences can disrupt the desired
cluster structure when appended to the cluster tem-
plate, causing altered color and/or loss of fluorescence.

Preservation of the structure of the selected AgN-
DNA when the linker is present is established by
preservation of the fluorescence spectrum, due to
the strong correlation between emission wavelength
and the elongated AgN cluster shape.

26,28 In addition to
structure preservation, the linker must not form other
silver products that would hinder hybridization to the

Figure 1. Attachment of monodiperse AgN-DNA to DNA
nanotubes. Nanotubes (NT) self-assemble as 10 interwoven
helices from 10 42-base strands reported previously,33with
one strand extended here by a select 18-base “docker”
sequence. (a) Modular cluster host strands constrain clus-
ters to templating regions (red) with selection of noninter-
acting linker regions (blue). This allows AgN-DNA
purification and, thus, selection of cluster size, N, prior to
assembly on NT. (b) The docker (green), complementary to
the linker, is appended to one of the strands that forms the
NT and extrudes from the NT (end-view schematic). (c) NT
decoration is mediated by Watson�Crick base pairing
between diffusing linkers and extruding dockers that are
spaced by 7.1 nm on the NT.
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complementary docker, and insertion of dockers into
the DNA nanostructure must not disrupt nano-
structure formation. Finally, the complementary linker
and docker must have a hybridization melting tem-
perature sufficiently above room temperature but still
be short enough to enable attachment of AgN-DNA at
the high spatial densities that are a key advantage of
DNA nanostructures.

Previously, DNA sequences rich in A and T were
selected to link AgN-DNAs to other DNA strands
because neither A nor T strongly associates with
AgN.

34�37 These (A,T) linkers must be long,∼ 30 bases,
to achieve high-enough melting temperatures. We
attempted to use a 30 base (A,T) sequence introduced
by Yeh et al.35,37 as a linker for Ag15-DNA to NT. This
was previously used to link Ag15-DNA to a separate
Ag10-DNA, forming dilute solutions of dual-color
cluster pairs exhibiting FRET.34 However, the (A,T)
sequence resulted in no detectable attachment of
Ag15-DNA and only very low attachment of linkers
labeled with Cy5 to NT (Figure S1, Supporting Infor-
mation). The failure of these long (A,T) linkers in the
dense DNA environment on NT likely arises from a
combination of steric crowding and partial linker self-
complementarity caused by using only two base types.

For successful NT decoration, bifunctional host
strands evidently require shorter, mixed-base linkers.
Designing such a linker is challenged by the propensity
of C and G to participate in templating AgN: appending
these bases to a cluster template can change the
species of AgN-DNA that forms. We evaluated several
10-base candidate linkers chosen from a set of 684
ssDNA strands with random (A,C,G,T) sequences, de-
scribed elsewhere.25,26 Selected linker candidates were
chosen because they did not stabilize fluorescent AgN-
DNA and had melting temperatures >40 �C with
perfect complements (determined by UNAFold38,39

for relevant salt concentrations). Candidate linkers
were appended to the 30 end of the Ag15-DNA
template. Comparison of the fluorescence spectra of
unpurified AgN-DNA solutions, stabilized by the candi-
date host template-linker strands, to the spectrumwith
the template strand alone (Figure S2, Supporting
Information) indicates that all linkers were successful;
i.e., Ag15 was themajor fluorescent product in all cases.
We selected the linker TCCGTTGTAT to use for attach-
ment of the purified silver cluster to NT. Four additional
A,T bases were appended to reach a linker-docker
melting temperature >45 �C, and four thymine bases
were inserted between template and linker. The
final Ag15-DNA host strand is then “template”-
TTTT-TCCGTTGTATAAAT. After one round of HPLC
purification using triethylamine acetate as the ion-
pairing agent, peak emission wavelengths produced
by the template alone and by the template-linker host
strand agreewithin 1 nm, suggesting that the structure
of the Ag15-DNA is unperturbed by the linker.

We performed a second round of HPLC with in-line
electrospray mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) in negative-
ion mode to confirm that addition of this tail to the
Ag15-DNA template does not alter the composition of
the fluorescent silver cluster (details in Methods).
The second HPLC round used 1,1,1,3,3,3 hexafluoro-
2-propanol/triethylamine as the ion-pairing agent
to ensure sufficient ionization rates for high sensi-
tivity MS.32 MS confirms that the cluster stabilized by
the modified Ag15-DNA host strand contains 15 silver
atoms (Figure S4, Supporting Information). The eluting
Ag15-DNA is estimated to be g70 ( 1% pure.
HPLC�MS also confirms that the size of the Ag14-
DNA remains unchanged after addition of a tail and
is isolated to 77.0( 0.1% purity (Figure S5, Supporting
Information).

DNA Scaffold Design. We selected 10-helix DNA
nanotubes33 (NT) as scaffolds for AgN-DNA for two
reasons: their architecture allows ssDNA docker extru-
sions at separations of just 7.1 nm along specific
individual double helices of the NT, so that decorating
elements are arrayed in a line (Figure 1), and their
∼10 μm length allows facile visiualization by fluores-
cencemicroscopy. To adapt published NT sequences33

for decoration with AgN, we appended “docker”
sequences (complementary to the linkers) to the end
of one of the ten, 42-base oligomers that weave
together to form the NT. A similar approach was
previously taken to attach much larger colloidal gold
nanoparticles to NT.40 The ten NT strands offer 20
distinct docker sites. For Ag15-DNA attachment, we
chose to append the docker sequence to the 30 end
of strand U6, separated by TTTT to avoid perturbing
the NT structure (see Table S1, Supporting Information,
for nomenclature and sequences). Ag14-DNA was
attached to a U9-appended docker (details in the
Supporting Information). To verify NT formation with
docker strands, we used a fluorescein (FAM) dye label
at the end of a different NT strand (U1) and imaged by
confocal microscopy. Figures S6 and S7 (Supporting
Information) show properly formed FAM-labeled NT.

Labeling Efficiency Control Experiments. FAM-labeled
NT are models for 100% labeling with fluorescent
elements spaced at 7.1 nm because FAM-labeling by
the manufacturer is nearly 100% efficient and because
the FAM-labeled U1 strand is necessary for NT assem-
bly. Intensity profiles of NT decorated with AgN-DNA
can therefore be compared to FAM-NT to investigate
efficiency of docker site labeling by AgN-DNA. This
comparison is necessary because previous studies of
similar Cy3-labeled NT measured unexpected intensity
modulations along NT contours.40,41 Suchmodulations
along the 100%-labeled Cy3-NT were attributed to
deformations of NT structure caused by the strand
extensions added to attach the dye labels. While such
deformations do not alter the packing density of Cy3
dyes along the NT, they do modulate the coupling of
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emitted light into the microscope objective, causing
the intensity modulations. Because we used the same
strand extensionmodification (addition of two T bases,
a dye linker, and a dye molecule to one end of a
NT-forming oligomer) to label U1 strands with FAM,
we expect, and observe, such intensitymodulations. We
also expect similar deformations of the NT decorated
by AgN-DNA, due to the docker strand extensions.

To avoid confusing intensity modulations caused
by such geometric deformations with regions of lower
AgN-DNA labeling efficiency, we develop a numerical
procedure to quantify intensity modulations along
FAM-labeled NT and AgN-DNA-labeled NT. We used
MATLAB-based software42 to trace individual NT
contours in confocal microscopy images. A custom
MATLAB script, inspired by previous work,41 then
calculates the average standard deviation of the back-
ground-corrected intensity along each contour, normal-
ized to the contour's average intensity, denoted by
M (see Figure S8, Supporting Information, and
surrounding text).M is ameasure of the size of intensity
fluctuations along a NT and thus correlates to average
labeling efficiency. The most probable value of M is
∼0.2 for FAM-NT (Figure 3).

M values for FAM-NT are larger than expected if the
orientation of the dye-labeled helix does not vary
along an NT (see simulations, Figure S9, Supporting

Information). The microscope point spread function
brings ∼30 FAM molecules, spaced 7.1 nm apart,
within a diffraction limited spot. Thus,M∼ 0 if emitted
light collection is uniform along NT and if emission
dipole directions randomize during the collection time.
Assuming random, fixed dipole orientations raises
the expected M to ∼0.1 (Figure S9, Supporting Infor-
mation), still below the most probable observed
M ∼ 0.2 (Figure 3). Apparently the strand extensions
protruding from the NT do perturb its shape, as pre-
viously observed.40,41

Microscopy of NT Decorated by AgN-DNA. Assembly of NT
decoratedwith AgN-DNA demonstrates themodularity
of our method. First, AgN are synthesized on a cluster
host strand, which combines the cluster template
sequence with a linker sequence. Silver clusters with
a particular size, N, are then isolated, removing dark
cluster products that would otherwise occupy NT sites.
Next, NT-forming DNA strands, with docker sites
attached to one of these strands, are annealed by
heating to 90 �C and then cooling over 25 h from 65
to 50 �C, across theNTmelting transition. Decoration of
NT with select AgN-DNA (N = 14 or 15) is then simply
mediated by the designed linker and docker regions,
whose >45 �C melting temperature allows room tem-
perature assembly (full assembly details in Methods).
Confocal microscopy confirms decoration of NT with

Figure 2. Fluorescence microscopy of NT decorated by Ag15-DNA. (a�d) Spinning disk confocal images of 10-helix DNA
nanotubes (NT) labeled with Ag15-DNA and spin-cast in poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) film. Scale bars: 10 μm (except inset). (a, b) NT
with FAM-labeled U1 strands and with (a) 100% of U6 strands with dockers and twice-purified Ag15-DNA or (b) 10% of U6 with
dockers and once-purified Ag15-DNA. Yellow color indicates overlap of green (FAM) and red (Ag15-DNA) fluorescence and, thus,
attachment of Ag15-DNA on NT. Inset in (a): FAM and Ag15-DNA channels for boxed region. (c�e) Images of once-purified Ag15
(red) fluorescence only, with no FAM label. The percentage of U6 strands containing dockers controls the density of NT labeling
by Ag15-DNA: (c) 100% U6 dockers; (d) 50% U6 dockers; (e) widefield image of Ag15-DNA on NT with 10% dockers shows more
sparsely decorated NT. Inset: Confocal image of NT with 10% dockers, decorated by Ag15-DNA. Inset scale bar: 5 μm.
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Ag15-DNA (Figure 2; Ag14-DNA decoration in Figure S10,
Supporting Information). NT in Figure 2a, b are
colabeledwith FAM, and colocalized fluorescence from
FAM (green) and Ag15-DNA (red) confirms Ag15-DNA
attachment. No Ag15-DNA attachment is observed for
NT without docker sites (data not shown). Parts c�e of
Figure 2 shows that the density of dockers on the NT
controls AgN-DNA labeling density, confirming that
Ag15-DNA attach by hybridization of linkers and dock-
ers. For NT with dockers appended to 100% of the U6
strands, NT appear continuously labeled by fluorescent
clusters (Figure 2c). In comparison, coverage is less
uniform for dockers on just 50% of the U6 docker sites,
with some micron-scale variations in intensity along
the NT (Figure 2d). NT with 10% U6 docker sites
are sparsely decorated (Figure 2b,e), and individual
Ag15-DNA emitters can be identified by stepwise blink-
ing and bleaching (movie S1, Figure S11, Supporting
Information).

Labeling Efficiency. To investigate the labeling effi-
ciency of NT by Ag15-DNA, we compared intensity
modulations along NTwith 100%U6 dockers that were
decorated by Ag15-DNA (Figure 2a,c) to FAM-labeled
NT with both 100% U6 dockers and FAM-labeled U1
(Figure S6, Supporting Information), using the pre-
viously described numerical measure M. The proba-
bility density functions (PDFs) of M for 100% labeled
FAM-NT (green) andNT, with 100%U6 dockers, labeled
by twice-purified Ag15-DNA (red) show close similarity
(Figure 3). Because FAM-NT are models for 100%
labeled NT, this similarity suggests that average NT
labeling efficiency with Ag15-DNA is also near 100%.

AgN-DNA Spectroscopy. In addition to NT deformations
caused by decorating elements and/or docker site
extrusions, NT may also deform the structures of the
decorating AgN-DNAs themselves. It is well-known that
an AgN-DNA's optical properties can be extremely
sensitive to the local cluster environment, a feature
that is the basis for a number of fascinating sensing
applications.22,35,37 Thus, it is important to investigate
whether the proximity of AgN-DNA to much larger NT
DNA scaffolds affects the structure of the decorating
clusters. Possible structural reconfigurations include
changes in the number of neutral Ag atoms, which
correlates strongly with color, and changes in the
number of Ag cations, which may have finer control of
AgN-DNA shape.26 The proximity of AgN-DNA to NT
containing orders of magnitude more DNA than the
cluster host strands, may also affect cluster geometry
and/or radiative properties. To investigatewhether AgN-
DNA properties are changed by attachment to NT
scaffolds, we compared fluorescence spectroscopy for
AgN-DNA free in solution to AgN-DNA attached to NT
with 100% docker sites. UV excitation was used to uni-
versally excite all AgN-DNA products simultaneously.43

The UV-excited fluorescence spectra of Ag14-DNA
and Ag15-DNA (Figure 4) have unshifted emission

peaks and unaltered peak widths when bound to
docker sites (red) on NT as compared to free in solution
(black). Because the fluorescence spectrum of an
AgN-DNA is highly sensitive to changes in cluster
geometry,26,28 such unchanged spectral shapes indi-
cate that these AgN-DNA are unaltered by scaffolding
on NT.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a modular
design and assembly method for decorating DNA
nanotube structures with atomically precise arrays of
fluorescent silver clusters. Bifunctional host strands
constrain the cluster to a templating region of the
strand, while a separate linker region allows attach-
ment to ssDNA “docker” extrusions from a prototypical

Figure 3. Intensity fluctuations along NT. Normalized prob-
ability density functions (PDFs) forM, the average standard
deviation of the background-corrected intensity, normal-
ized to average intensity, along N individual NT contours.
Top (green): FAM-NT, with 100% U6 docker sites and 100%
U1-FAM, are a model for 100% labeling. Intensity variations
that arise from NT deformations modulate the coupling of
emitter dipoles in the objective, resulting in nonzero mea-
sured values ofM. Bottom (red): The same NT with 100%U6
dockers decorated by twice-purified Ag15�DNA. Similar
PDFs suggest that percent labeling with Ag15 is similar to
that for 100% FAM (7 nm spacing).

Figure 4. AgN-DNA emission on and off NT. UV-excited
fluorescence spectra of (a) Ag15-DNA and (b) Ag14-DNA free
in solution (black) and attached to NT (red). (a) Ag15-DNA
mixed with 5� excess of NT containing 100% U6 docker
sites to ensure complete Ag15-DNA binding, and incubated
at room temperature for 75 min (red) show unchanged
spectral features compared to Ag15-DNA at identical con-
centrations and incubation times but in the absence of NT
(black). (b) Ag14-DNA, mixed at 5� excess of NT with U9
docker sites (red) maintain a dominant 640 nm peak, the
same as Ag14-DNA free in solution (black).
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scaffold, a DNA nanotube, after the crucial step of
isolating a particular cluster species. Positioning of
individual AgN-DNA of known size, N, at selected
locations on the nanotubes via ssDNA docker sites, is
verified using fluorescence microscopy. Fluorescence
spectroscopy shows that the optical properties of
these AgN-DNA, and thus cluster structure, are unaf-
fected by proximity to the DNA nanostructure. This

modular approach to scaffold decoration with AgN of
select size, N, represents the first demonstration of
nanoscale assembly of atomically precise metal clus-
ters at programmed positions on a nanoscale scaffold.
The approach should generalize across a diverse spec-
trum of DNA scaffold sizes and geometries as well as to
patterned scaffolding of silver clusters with different N
and different emission colors.

METHODS

AgN-DNA Synthesis, Purification, And Characterization. DNA tem-
plates for AgN-DNA were ordered from Integrated DNA Nano-
technologies (IDT) with standard desalting. Template DNA was
mixed with AgNO3 in a 10 mM NH4OAc ammonium acetate
buffer and incubated at room temperature for 20 min. DNA�
silver solutions were then reduced using NaBH4 andmixed well.
Final concentrations for synthesizing Ag15-DNA and Ag14-DNA
were 15.0 μM DNA, 188 μM AgNO3, and 93.8 μM NaBH4 (cor-
responding to 12.5 Ag atoms per host strand; Ag/base ratios
vary with host strand length). Ag14-DNA purified by HPLC was
synthesized using 25 μM DNA, 313 μM AgNO3, and 156 μM
NaBH4 (12.5 Ag atoms per host strand). Samples were stored at
4 �C overnight prior to spectral characterization and/or purifica-
tion using reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatog-
raphy (HPLC). Emission spectra were collected with a thermo-
electrically cooled array detector (Ocean Optics QE65000) and
SpectraSuite software (Ocean Optics). A UV LED was used to
universally excite fluorescence of AgN-DNA.

43

A 2695 SeparationsModulewith autoinjector and 2487 Dual
Wavelength absorbance detector (10 μL volume), set tomonitor
the visible peak of each silver cluster, were used to perform
HPLC (Waters). Full emission spectra were also collected every
second by the Ocean Optics QE65000, using the UV LED to
universally excite all AgN-DNA products. A first separation of
different AgN-DNA species was achieved using linear gradients
of H2O andMeOH in the ion-pairing agent, 35mM triethylamine
acetate (TEAA), to a 50 mm � 4.6 mm Kinetex C18 core�shell
column (Phenomenex). The second round of purification, by the
same instrument and column but in-line with the MS, used
running buffers with 400 mM 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol
in separate H2O and MeOH solutions adjusted to pH 7 with
triethylamine. Samples were purified using a 1% per minute
linear gradient of 15�35% methanol running buffer. AgN-DNA
were returned to 10 mMNH4OAc by spin filtration with Amicon
Ultra 3 kDa membrane centrifugal filters (EMD Millipore).

Mass spectra were collected every 1 s over a 500�3000m/z
range on a Waters QTOF2 in electrospray ionization negative
mode. Instrument parameters were set to 2 kV capillary voltage,
30 V cone voltage, 10 V collision energy, 100 �C source, and
120 �Cdesolvation temperatures. Sampleswere introduced into
the MS at 10 μL/min through a splitter connected to the HPLC,
allowing simultaneous collection and characterization.

DNA Nanotube Assembly. Ten-helix DNAnanotubes33 (NT)were
formed with HPLC-purified oligomers from IDT (sequences
provided in Table S1, Supporting Information). For fluores-
cein-labeled NT, U1 oligomers were ordered from IDT with a
fluorescein dye (FAM) attached to the 50 end. The 10 NT-forming
oligomers were mixed in 0.2 mL PCR tubes, each oligomer at a
final concentration of 1.4 μM, in 40 mM NH4OAc and 12 mM
MgOAc for a final volume of 50 μL. Mixtures were annealed
using a Mastercycler personal (Eppendorf) to heat solutions to
90 �C for 5min and then cool solutions from 65 to 50 �C in 0.5 �C
steps, 50 min per step. After annealing, NT were stored at 4 �C
for no more than several days until use. For NT with varying %
dockers, U6 and U6-docker site oligomers were mixed at
appropriate ratios for a total final concentration of [U6 þ U6-
linker] = 1.4 μM.

Decoration of NT with AgN-DNA. To attach AgN-DNA to NT, AgN-
DNA was added to solutions of annealed NT, at 5 times greater

AgN-DNA concentration than the concentration of docker sites
appended to NT, for final NT concentration of 0.14 μM and a
final AgN-DNA concentration of 5 � (% docker) � 0.14 μM. For
NT decorated with twice-purified Ag15-DNA, final NT and Ag15-
DNA concentrations were halved to conserve material. Buffer
concentration was maintained at 40 mM NH4OAc and 12 mM
MgOAc after mixing. Mixtures were stored for at least 1 h at
room temperature in the dark before imaging.

Microscopy. Standard microscopy coverslips (#1.5) were
sequentially sonicated for 15 min in acetone, ethanol, and
18.2 MΩ 3 cm H2O (Milli-Q, Millipore) and then dried in an oven.
Glass slides were rinsed well in 18.2 MΩ 3 cm H2O and then
ethanol and subsequently dried under filtered N2. For samples
embedded in polyvinyl alchohol (PVA), 16 kDa PVA (Acros
Organics) was dissolved in H2O at 5mg/mL. NT-AgN-DNAmixture
(1μL)was added to90μLofPVAand9μLofH2O and immediately
spun-cast on clean coverslips at 1680 rpm for 100 s. Cover-
slips were fixed above the microscope objective on a clean
glass slide. Widefield and confocal fluorescence micros-
copy were performed using an inverted Olympus DSU
(Spinning Disk) confocal with a Hamamatsu ImaEM CCD camera
(C9100-13) and Hg arc lamp illumination. A 89000 ET Sedat
Quad Filter Set (Chroma) was used to image fluorescein-labeled
NT and Ag14-DNA, and a Cy5-4040A filter set was used for
imaging Ag15-DNA (Semrock). A UPlanSApo 100X oil immersion
objective, with 1.4 numerical aperture (NA) (Olympus), was used
to collect all images, with standard acquisition times of 1 s. For
widefield images of NT with 10% docker sites (Figure 2e, not
including inset), the spinning disk was removed to increase
collected fluorescence signal. Confocal images of NT with 10%
docker sites were collected with 10�15 s exposure times.
MetaMorph software was used to control image acquisition
(Molecular Devices, Inc.).
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